
Diversity, pluralism -- equity?  
The term ‘computer music’ imparts inclusivity and pluralism. Differently to a style- or genre- based definition, the 
partitioning of our field by medium suggests (in Bob Ostertag’s words) ‘an openness to all the musics which 
computers make possible’ (Ostertag 1998). The assumption of pluralism goes beyond names and permeates the 
self-understanding of our field as a whole. Several textbooks and overview statements on computer music 
celebrate the limitlessness of digital audio where the only restriction on what can be produced is your 
imagination (see amongst others Mathews 1964, Boulanger 2000, and Manaris and Brown 2014). Moreover, 
some of the theoretical literature sees the form as participating in the democratisation of sound itself through 
the abolition of sonic or cultural hierarchies (Dhomont 1996). Yet many of us will have had experiences that rub 
against these ideals. For instance, Ostertag highlighted computer music's strong retention of post-tonal 
Western art music to the exclusion of popular musics. Twenty years later, we might be able to say that some 
progress has been made in that dimension: but has greater diversity of style brought with it a greater diversity of 
music-makers? Are we able to say that our field (e.g. ICMA and its sister organisations, as well as in the wider 
music academia) truly represents the music and the cultures that computers make possible? Despite the debt 
that electronica, IDM, laptop music, and live coding owe to Black electronic artists, composers, and producers, 
for instance, almost none of our ICMA members identify as Black. Why is this? How can we as a field take hold 
of this issue as our own, and set about the project of decolonising and diversifying computer music?  

In this special issue of Array, we seek to better understand why our field is not more diverse and what we can do 
to improve it. We solicit articles that address representation and social justice in our discipline: How diverse is 
computer music, today and in different places? What different styles and music makers does the field of 
computer music cover? Which musical approaches should be given more attention? What is Black computer 
music? What can we do today to make computer music become more diverse and inclusive in the future?  

In addressing the breadth of approaches and practices of this topic, we are happy to also include different 
formats and forms, including various text forms as well as audio and audiovisual media content.  

Submission: We call for submitting ready works (not abstracts). Text length: 6,000 - 11,000 characters (plus up to 
4 images). Media-material: up to 10 minutes (for submission, please upload descriptions of the works and links 
to the material and do not upload the media files on the submission platform). Other media upon request.  
Deadline: 31.5.2021. For submitting, please register and upload your full text or work description and the 
corresponding link to the media file on our journal’s platform: 
https://journals.qucosa.de/array/information/authors  
All proposals will be carefully reviewed by the editors and an additional board of reviewers. We will inform you 
by 31.7.2021, if your article is accepted.  
The Editors 
Christopher Haworth, Miriam Akkermann, PerMagnus Lindborg  
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